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CAMELLIANA

CAMELLIAS EXCLUSIVELY

CAMELLIANA INTRODUCTIONS . . .

Reserve your plants now for Fall '61

TUESDAY'S CHILD
MAIDEN LANE
ROYAL ROBE

(Feathers' Hybrid)

Now available

FLUTED ORCHID (Feathers' Hybrid)
DOROTHY PEET
MAYLENE WONG
LITTLE BIT
HOPKINS PINK
WEEPING MAIDEN (Sasanqua)
CALIFORNIA SNOW (Feathers' Hybrid)

JAPONICAS • RETICULATAS • HYBRIDS
SASANQUAS • SPECIES

SIGN REQUEST SHEET AT CAMELLIANA DISPLAY FOR CATALOG
To~ Sacramenlo
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The nursery is locoted 2 miles east of Antioch on State Routes 4 to 24. Comelliono is open from 9 O.m.
to 5 p.m. every day from October 1st to April 1sl. From April 1st to September 30th the nursery is
closed from Soturday noon until Mondoy morning.

P. O. Box 513 Antioch, California
An Authorized Pinto Tag Nursery

PLateau 7-3851
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Awards for Horticultural Exhibits

by NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CAMELLIA SOCIETY

5

1. SWEEPSTAKES-NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CAMELLIA SOCIETY, Inc., Trophy

Awarded the amateur exhibitor who accumulates the highest number of first place
points in Divisions 1 and 2 of the show. In event of a tie, the exhibitor with the
greatest number of second place awards wins.

2. BEST FLOWER OF SHOW, C. japonica-H. l. PAIGE Trophy

Awarded for the best flower in Division 1, classes 1 and 2.
3. BEST FLOWER OF SHOW, C. reticulata-MARY-ElIZABETH PURCELL BROWN Trophy

Awarded for the best flower in Division 2, classes 1 and 2.
4. BEST SEEDLING flOWER OF SHOW-D. l. FEATHERS Trophy

Awarded for the best flower in Division 5.
5. BEST GROUP OF THREE flOWERS, C. japanica-BARlOW W. S. HOLLINGSHEAD Trophy

Awarded for the best exhibit in Division 1, class 2.
6. BEST GROUP OF SEVEN FLOWERS, C. japonica-CLIFTON W. LATTIN Trophy

Awarded for the best exhibit in Division 1, class 3.
7. BEST GROUP OF TWELVE-DR. G. MYRON GRISMORE MEMORIAL Trophy

Awarded for the best exhibit of twelve C. japonica blossoms of one variety in
Division 1, class 4.

8. BEST GROUP OF TWELVE DIFFERENT-DR. FRED E. HEITMAN Trophy

Awarded for the best exhibit of twelve C. ]aponica Bowers all different varieties
in Division 1, class 5.

9. MOST OUTSTANDING CONTAINER-GROWN C. japonica PLANT-SYlVIA WELLS Trophy

Awarded best potted or boxed japonica plant in Division 1, class 6.
10. BEST CONTAINER-GROWN SMAll PLANT-DR. AND MRS. JOHN D. lAWSON Annual Award

Awarded most outstanding container-grown plant under 36" high in Division 6.
11. SPECIAL GOLD RIBBON-

Given to those Bowers which are selected for final judging in determining the best
Bower in the Show.

12. BLUE, RED, or WHITE RIBBONS-

Are given for each award-winning flower or exhibit in that order. If more than
ten awards are won a certificate certifying the number of awards is given in lieu of
eleven or more ribbons.

by AMERICAN CAMELLIA SOCIETY

1. GOLD CERTIFICATE-This award is made to the sweepstakes winner in horti
cultural classes. The certificate will be awarded on a basis of the greatest number
of blue ribbons. Red ribbons will be counted only in case of a tie.

2. SILVER CERTIFICATE-This is awarded on the same basis as the Gold Certificate,
except that it is presented to the runner-up to the sweepstakes winner.

3. HIGHLY COMMENDED CERTIFICATE - This is awarded to a seedling when
three accredited judges consider such a seedling as clearly distinct from and notably
superior to any variety now in commerce. It is the first step toward the nationally
awarded Illges Medal.

4. Outstanding Bloom Certificates (Best Bloom of its species) will be given for the
best ]aponica, Reticulata and Hybrid.
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Regulations for Exhibitors
Registration and exhibit entry

1. Registration opens at 7:00 AM. Saturday, March 18, 1961, and closes at 10:00
AM. All exhibits and bloom arranging must be completed for judging by 11: 00 AM.
All exhibitOrs are excluded during judging - 11: 00 to 2: 00 P.M. (Bring your exhibits
early and avoid the deadline rush.)

Entry cards

2. Entry cards must be filled out completely and placed with each entry so that the
exhibitOr's name is not visible or the entry will be disqualified. Entry forms are furnished
by the Registration chairman or may be obtained from any officer. (Get yours in advance
and fill them out before Saturday morning.)

3. Entry cards must be typed or written in pencil. Do Not Use Ink: it blurs if water
spotted.

Regulations pertaining to classes

4. Entries made in one class will not be considered in another class.
5. An exhibit entered in the wrong class may be subject to disqualification.
6. The correct name of the variety must be on the entry card and the card folded

so only this shows. The name as listed in "The Camellia - Its Culture and Nomen
clature," 1960 edition, will be official.

7. No stems nor leaves will be allowed in classes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.
8. In classes 1, 2, 3 and 4 the exhibitor is limited to one entry of each variety. Please

note that the flowers in classes 1 and 2 are entered and judged by varieties and placed
in alphabetical order on the tables.

9. Uniform containers for classes 1 and 2 will be provided by the management.
10. Trays or containers for classes 3, 4 and 5 are supplied by the exhibitOr and should

be labeled on the bottom with the owner's name and address.

Judging and awards

11. Exhibits will be judged according to the following scales:
For Blooms For Plants

Size for variety entered 20 Form of Plant 30
Color and Markings 20 Condition of foliage 30
Form 20 No. and quality of blooms 30
Texture and Substance 20 Suitability of container 10
Condition and Distinctiveness 20

12. Decision of the judges will be final.
13. The Sweepstakes Award shall go to the exhibitor who is awarded the greatest

number of firsts in classes 1 to 5 of both divisions 1 and 2.
14. All award ribbons, certificates and trophies must remain with the exhibits until

removed by the show management. Ribbons and certificates will be mailed to the winners.
Trophies will be presented at the first membership meeting following the show.

Management rules
15. After the judging, exhibitors may refresh their exhibits with new flowers. Exhibi

tors are urged to refresh their exhibits and thus maintain their good appearance.
16. The management reserves the right to exclude any unsuitable entry, to remove

unattractive flowers, and to make any disposition of individual blooms after the show
as it may see fit.

17. The management assumes no responsibility for loss or damage to any exhibit or
property. Every effort will be taken, however, to provide reasonable protection.

18. No exhibit may be removed or dismantled until the show closes - 6:00 P.M.
unday, March 19, 1961.
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Schedule of Horticultural Exhibits

*AMATEUR - COMPETITIVE

7

Division 1-Japonica

*Class 1-One blossom of a variety.

*Class 2 - Three blossoms of a variety.

**Class 3 - Seven blossoms of a variety.

**Class 4-Twelve blossoms of a variety.

**Class 5 - One blossom each of twelve different varieties, each individually
identified by name (small tag or label) .

Class 6 - One camellia plant in container.

Division 2 -Reticulata

*Class I-One blossom of a variety.

*Class 2 - Thtee blossoms of a variety.

**Class 3 - Seven blossoms of a variety.

**Class 4-Twelve blossoms of a variety.

**Class 5 - One blossom each of twelve different varieties, each individually
identified by name (small tag or label) .

Class 6 - One camellia plant in container.

Division 3-Hybrids

Division 4 - Species

Division 5 - Seedlings (ExhibitOr's own)

Division 6 - Small container-grouJn Camellia (under 36")

Seedlings: A seedling flower is defined as being a bloom of a plant that has not
been disseminated commercially, i.e. offered for sale or sold either by the originator
or by others. After a seedling plant has become disseminated, flowers from that plant
must compete in the regular classes provided in any show.

Amatettr: An amateur is one who does not engage in the sale of plants or flowers for
any part of his livelihood, and/or who does not accept pay as a gardener, garden consultant
or landscape architect, or charge admission to his garden for personal gain.

*Not more than one eorry permitted for each variety. Failure to observe this disqualifies
the exhibitOr.

**Blossoms to be displayed in any type of low container SUPPLIED BY EXHIBITOR.
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SUGGESTED COLLECTION OF 12 CAMELLIAS
(A Symposium)

What follows is primarily an attempt to develop the ideal selection of camellias
to constimte a collection limited to 12 varieties, for the twO major growing areas of
California. To this end, fourteen acknowledged authorities, evenly divided between
amateur and professional growers, were asked to express their views. As this is primarily
a California survey, 11 California opinions were sought, the remaining three being
drawn from three different Southern States, largely for comparative purposes.

The contributors were asked to submit their views as to:

"... the 12 best camellias for your area, regardless of species . . . , for a
small, representative planting ... limited to varieties that are readily available
commercially ... the list should embrace a relatively wide range of form,
color and blooming season . . ."

It was realized that this would impose great restraint upon the contributOrs
the same limitation that would confront the person with a small garden.

Not only is this survey heavily weighted in favor of California opinion - in view
of the fact eight of the lists are from Northern California and only three from Southern
California, the "consensus" results should be qualified accordingly.

It is not possible in a matter of this kind to get a completely objective response;
however, on the whole the concurrence was fairly substantial. Out of a grand total of
168 selections, 72 different camellias were named (including "camellia families") and
a total of 41 varieties received only 1 vote each. Thus something less than half the tOtal
number of camellias chosen received confirmation from another source. Once again
the 1958 Illges Award winner, GUILlO NUCCIO, came through with flying colors,

1459 - 3rd St., Oakland, Calif.

A PRODUCT OF

At Your Favorite Nursery
in Convenient Sized Bags

A scientiflca Ily formulated
dry mixture to feed your

favorite camellias, rhododen
drons, azaleas. Corrects

alkalinity, furnishes needed
minerals to plants for unusual

and lasting beauty of blossoms.

another

BEST
idea

NEW! BEST FUNGICIDE with
Terraclor for control of Petal Blight

ALSO INSECTICIDES for
Camellia pests

RHODODENDRONS

CAMELLIAS

AZALEAS
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FAVORED 12 - SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

The following varieties each received
2 our of a possible 3 vOtes - all Others
(20 varieties) received one vote each:

ADOLPHE AUDUSSON
CORONATION
DEBUTANTE
GUILIO NUCCIO
MRS. D. W. DAVIS
REG RAGLAND
SPRING SONNET
DAIKAGURA (Family)

ALL AREAS (14 OPINIONS)

Variety No. Votes
GUILIO NUCCIO 11
DEBUTANTE 9
MATHOTIANA SUPREME/

SULTANA 7
VILLE DE NANTES/LADY K. 7
CORONATION 6
REG RAGLAND 6
TOMORROW 6
GLEN 40 (COQUETTI) 5
ELEGANS - ELEGANS Family 5
ADOLPHE AUDUSSON 5
DAIKAGURA Family 5
R. 1. WHEELER 5
Honorable Mention (4 votes each) :

ALBA PLENA, BETTY SHEFFIELD,
C. M. WILSON.

receiving the highest number of total votes (11), or recommendation by about 80%
of the contributors. The consensus choice of 12 and the names of the runners-up,
together with the total votes received by each, follows according to the areas shown.

CALIFORNIA ONLY (11 OPINIONS)

Variety No. Votes
GUILIO NUCCIO 9
DEBUTANTE 8
CORONATION 6
MATHOTIANA SUPREME 5
VILLE DE NANTES/LADY K. 5
REG RAGLAND 5
GLEN 40 (COQUETII) 5
ELEGANS - ELEGANS Family_____ 5
C. M. WILSON 4
ADOLPHE AUDUSSON 4
TOMORROW 4
R. 1. WHEELER 4
Honorable mention (3 votes each) :

*HERME, MRS. D. W. DAVIS,
SPRING SONNET. *Family.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA (8 OPINIONS)

Variety No. Votes
GUILIO NUCCIO 7
DEBUTANTE 6
CORONATION___________________________ 4
C. M. WILSON 4
MATHOTIANA SUPREME 4
R. 1. WHEELER 4
VILLE DE NANTES/LADY K 4
ELEGANS/ELEGANS Family________ 4
REG RAGLAND 3
TOMORROW 3
TIE: between following 8 varieties having

2 vOtes each:
ADOLPHE AUDUSSON, BETTY
SHEFFIELD, DR. TINSLEY, FLAME,
KUMASAKA, MRS. FREEMAN
WEISS, DAIKAGURA (Family).

The individual selections and accompanying commentary where any was received
follow in alphabetical order grouped by areas:

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

Caesar Breschini, San Jose, California
ELEGANS Family (including C. M. WILSON, SHIRO CHAN, SNOW CHAN);

FINLANDIA Family (including WHITE, VAR., MONTE CARLO, KING LEAR,
BLUSH); R. 1. WHEELER; REG RAGLAND; GUILIO NUCCIO; MATHOTIANA
SUPREME; MRS. FREEMAN WEISS; COQUETTI (GLEN 40); MRS. CHAS. COBB;
DEBUTANTE; ROSEA PLENA.

The above varieties are good, dependable performers for me, good growers, suitable
for landscaping purposes, some early, some midseason, and some late bloomers; an
assortment of colors and forms and available at reasonable prices.

(Contintted on page 10)
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(Contintted on page 12)

Ben Colombo, Franklin Canyon Nursery, Martinez, California
In response to your request for a collection of 12 camellias for a beginner's repre

sentative collection, I submit the following list:
C. M. WILSON; TOMORROW; VICTORY WHITE; SHIRO CHAN; MAG

NOLIAFLORA; EMMET PFI GSTL; GUILIO NUCCIO; MATHOTIANA; VILLE
DE NANTES; DEBUTANTE; HERME (JORDON'S PRIDE); SPRING SONNET.

This list was made up by using the camellias most asked for by our customers,
excluding the collector.

Toichi Domoto (Nursery), Hayward, California

ALBA PLENA; CORONATION; DAIKAGURA'*'; DEBUTANTE; ENGLISH
DONCKELARI; FLAME; GLEN 40'*'; GUILlO NUCCIO'*'; HERME*; KUMASAKA;
MRS. c. M. WILSON'*'; SASANQUA SHISHIGASHIRA.

'*'Denotes sports of the variety, as well- selection by individual preference.

Woodford F. Harrison, Berkeley, California
For many years I have been growing camellias on a western slope in north Berkeley.

It is well recognized that the cool winds in this area, especially in the hills, prevent
sufficiently warm conditions to develop the very best camellia blooms for many varieties.
The camellias that I grew first, twenty-seven years ago, seemed nice enough to us then,
when there were few camellias grown in the Bay region. In later years, comparison of
our camellia blooms with those produced east of the hills, wbere tbe summer tempera
tures are considerably higher, made evident the poor quality of Berkeley-grown camellia
flowers. It then became a challenge to determine what varieties do best in Berkeley, and
whether it is possible so to locate the plants as to provide enough heat to produce
satisfactory blossoms.

THE BEST IS THE WISEST CHOICE

California's Finest Prepared Meats
* Gold Medal Wieners * Finest Pure Pork Sausage

* High Protein lunch Meats * Tender Top-Quality Hams* Hickory-Smoked Bacon * Gold Medal Bologna

DOZENS OF OlHER PRODUCTS
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FRANKLIN CANYON NURSERY
We have the largest retail selection of Camellias

in Contra Costa County!

OVER 250 VARIETIES

11

• Fragrant Star
• Silver Anniversary

• Tomorrow
• Mrs. D. W. Davis

• Party Dress

including:
• Guilio Nuccio Var.

• Geisha Girl
• Conquistador

• Laura Walker

• Pauline Winchester

• Laurie Bray
• Ballet Dancer

• Caroline Brown
• Carter's Sunburst

ALSO COMPLETE SELECTION OF TREES
SHRUBS and BEDDING PLANTS

Quality Stock Only!

1 Mile West of Martinez on Arnold Highway

Phone AC 8-5040

DOMOTO NURSERY

"The Home of Distinctive Plants"

introducers of

ECCLEFIELD

1 yr.-gal. can (graft) 7.50

2 yr.-2 gal. can (graft) 15.00
(4 % Calif. Soles Tax on California Orders)

26521 Whitman Street, Hayward, California
Between Harder and Sorenson Road

Telephone LUcerne 2-9550
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Favorable results were achieved in both phases of the project. It is now demonstrable
that there are many varieties of camellia that will do quite well and produce splendid
blooms in Berkeley. Furthermore, it has been found possible, by placing the plants in
an area protected from the wind, to grow with satisfaction varieties that otherwise
would be discouraging.

This short list contains only camellias that can be enthusiastically recommended
for Berkeley gardens. These varieties have been chosen from the standpoint of plant
vigor and growth habit, length of blooming season, freedom from characteristics detri
mental to flower production, resistance to rapid weather changes, and finally, most
important, the general good quality of flowers. Obviously many fine varieties have been
ruled Out because in Berkeley they fail to produce the finest blooms.

FLAME - The semi-double, cone-shaped flower of deep flame red is most pleasing,
especially because the plant usually covers itself with bloom during the last half of
December when red flowers, both in the garden and in the house are preferred for
Christmas decoration.

KRAMER'S SUPREME - Many of the peony-form camellias will not develop to
full size and form in Berkeley. KRAMER'S SUPREME is an exception. The heavy,
well-developed, deep red flowers, of mixed petals and petaloids, have extraordinary
keeping qualities both on the bush and in the house.

R. 1. WHEELER - This rose pink camellia is listed as "very large, semi-double
anemone form, with heavy outer petals and a solid circle of stamens" in climates warmer
than Berkeley, but here the solid circle of stamens seldom appears. Instead, the center
is filled with a rosette of petaloids, similar to ELEGANS (CHANDLER), but larger.
This is a "must" for Berkeley camellia growers.

SUNSET GLORY - This variety is another example of the flower's having a dif
ferent form in Berkeley. In warmer climates, it is inclined to be strictly anemone form.
Here this large rose-pink camellia has few stamens, they being replaced by rabbit-ear
petals and petalaids.

"BERKELEY'S OLDEST AND MOST COMPLETE NURSERY"

38 YEARS OF
"KNOW HOW" CAMELLIAS

FRO M

38 YEARS OF
SERVICE

Berkeley Horticultural Nursery
GEORGE BUDGEN

1310 McGee at Hopkins, Berkeley

"AMERICA'S FINEST FUCHSIA COLLECTION"

ENTER OUR BIG PRIZE CONTEST
Ask Our Salesmen at the Nursery

LARGEST SELECTION AZALEAS
LARGEST SELECTION RHODODENDRONS
LARGEST SELECTION ALPINES AND DWARFS
LARGEST SELECTION PERENNIALS

LA 6-4704
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CAMELLIAS NEED
"'ltd&~"
Whatever kind of gardening you do, you owe It to your
garden to give it the benefits that come ONLY from
using-

YOU. too, will be delighted

5. ECONOMICAL - concentrated,
ONE tablespoon to gallon of
water, is standard dilution for
garden use.

6. ALL these BENEFITS are yours
ONLY when you INSIST an the
ORIGINAL ACCEPT NO SUB·
STiTUTES or IMITATIONS

4 oz. trial size 39c. Also
pint, quart, gallon,S, 30,
and 50-gallon drums.

ATLAS FERTILIZER EMULSION
1. The ORIGINAL "Fish Emulsion,"

used for years, sold in 90% of
garden stores and nurseries in
the BAY Area.

2. Used by EXPERTS, after competl.
tive tests-by growers and hybrid
izers, by amateurs - for every·
thing from orchids to tomatoes.

3. HANDY PACKAGES, that make
it EASY to mix ATLAS, by water·
ing con or by hose applicator.

4. DE-ODORIZED. ATlAS is in·
stantly absorbed by the soil
used for house-plants, in green
houses-now de-odorized.

At YOUR Garden Store or Nursery-TODAY

ELEANOR HAGOOD - A medium-sized formal double. One of the desirable
features is the delicate pink coloring, deepening toward the outside. For those who don't
mind picking up petals, AVE MARlA might be preferred as its plant habit is better.
AVE MARIA comes usually as a formal double, but occasionally rose form.

DR. TINSLEY - A very pale pink, shading from light to a deeper pink on the
outer edges of the petals. Semi-double, wild rose form. A good example of the very
pleasing coloring of the picotee type found in a very few camellias.

HANA-FUKI - A shell-pink, sometimes lightly variegated, large, semi-double.
The cup form is particularly attractive. The plam comes into bloom in late December
or January. In Berkeley it is often finished blooming by late March.

PAX - A medium-sized formal double white, very pleasing because of the pointed
petals. It has fewer petals than many formal doubles. The well-known ALBA PLENA
does well in Berkeley but I have a personal preference for PAX. Others may not agree.

CORONATION - A very large, semi-double white. This variety is preferable to
the well-known Lotus, which is similar in form, because CORONATION has flowers of
much better substance and keeping quality.

FROSTY MORN - Another very large white, of anemone form when grown in
warm climates, but in Berkeley having the stamens replaced by high-growing petals in
the center of the flower, making a very beautiful informal double. The flower is of
exceptionally good substance.

DONATION-A collection of twelve camellias should certainly include one of
the hybrids. DONATION is among the best of those available. The flower is deep
orchid-pink, fairly large, and semi-double. This hybrid is a cross between c. Saluenensis
and the DONCKELARII variety of c. ]aponica. It is rated highly because it can be
planted in full sun in the open ground if you choose, and, as I have it, on a western slope.

(Continued on page 20)
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COVER FLOWER

TOMORROW'S DAWN is a sport of "Tomorrow," the very popular Tick Tock
Camellia Nursery introduction of a few years ago, which sport, like so many others, had
a very interesting origin. In the winter of 1956, Mr. William Ruffin and Mr. R. E.
Allums, of Ellisville, Mississippi, obtained a scion of "Tomorrow" from Mrs. Ross H.
Hayes, of Tick Tack, when it was first introduced. Each made a graft from this same
scion and when both grafts bloomed during the 1958-59 season, the Howers were of
the same basically pink color, form and size. Me. Allums' Hower was entered in the
Slidell, Louisiana, camellia show in 1959 where it won a Special Award ribbon.

Because the scions came from Mr. Ruffin's plant, the new sport was registered by
him under date of January 26, 1960, and granted Registration No. 463, which contains
the following description:

"Plant growth is same as parent plant - rapid, open, slightly pendulous. Leaves
medium green, oval, coarsely serrate. The soft pink, incomplete double flowers, 5~ to
6 inches in diameter, have 20 to 22 petals with large petaloids, same as 'Tomorrow.'
The color of the Hower varies from a deep soft pink to light pink in heart of flower
shading out to a snow white border. Flowering season, early, midseason to late."

Mrs. Hayes adds that the blooms are from 3 to 31;2 inches deep and that there is
an occasional dash of the "Tomorrow" red on most Howers. As will be noted from the
announcement subjoined below, this new introduction will be released in the Fall of
1961 by Tick Tock Camellia Nurseries and Powell Nurseries, of Thomasville, Georgia,
in a joint undertaking, to whom we are indebted for their courtesy in supplying the
color plates for our cover.

TOMORROW'S DAWN

RESERVE PLANTS OR SCIONS NOW

FOR DELIVERY STARTING

SEPTEMBER 1, 1961

FROM ORIGINAL STOCK

PLANTS

$15 - $25 - $35 - $50

TICK TOCK CAMELLIA NURSERY

SCIONS WITH 2 EYES

$5

POWELL NURSERIES

Route 1, Thomasville, Georgia
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• Exceptional Quality

• Greater Values

• Friendly Service

Specializing in

Camellias and Azaleas
New and Rare Varieties

ONE OF THE LARGEST SELECTIONS IN THIS AREA

"Guaranteed Superior Quality Plants"

WRIGHT BROS. NURSERY
NEXT TO FIRST WESTERN BANK PARKING LOT

Oakland Street • LAFAYETTE • ATlantic 4-4991

~~
MAGAZINE

~~! AMERICAN
,~ · Peat Moss·
'i' .\\tD CIIltWill6 IIlOIle ~e-9Wiltg
i 1~~ •• NITROGEN*and
~ **~ MINERALS*
• UnDllmUUR"l * Twice as much Nitrogen ... Five
~ nun times mare minerals by actual test.t: ~ pr--CI--..J_-=':'::":"':':':'::'::"':':":'::=':':"'::~=~

.. -- Available at
AS ADVERTISED

WRIGHT BROS. NURSERY
OAKLAND ST., LAFAYETTE

AT 4-4991
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SCHEDULE FOR THE FLOWER ARRANGEMENT DIVISION
A STANDARD SHOW

(Camellias must be used in all arrangements)

THEME: "THE LANGUAGE OF CAMELLIAS"

A Japanese poem expresses the above theme of the American Camellia Society:

"When I face a flower
The flower quietly speaks to me
The flower laughs
The flower sings . . . ."

DIVISION A - OPEN TO ALL (Classes 1 to 4 include teachers, lecturers and
judges who may wish to enter.) Blue ribbon winners in all 8 classes to compete in a
National Contest of the American Camellia Society.

Class 1-IN A HYMN OF PRAISE - A. A symmetrical arrangement in an urn
suitable for a church, featuring one or more camellias. Other flowers and foliage allowed;
or, B. A pair of asymmetrical arrangements in identical containers suitable for a church,
featuring one or more camellias. Other flowers and foliage allowed.

Class 2 - IN FRIENDLY GESTURES - A lei or garland of camellias dramatized
with other foliage using a boat shaped container.

Class 3 - A TRIBUTE TO ART - One or more camellias featured with a piece of
sculpture or a replica. Other foliage and driftwood allowed.

Class 4 - IN GRACIOUS HOSPITALITY - One or more camellias featured in
an arrangement suitable for an informal luncheon, dessert course, using a dessert plate
and crystal stemware as accessories. No flat silver to be used.

(NOte: Class 5 to 8 are OPEN TO ALL but judges. Those who are actively engaged
as teachers and lecturers may not enter these classes.)

Class 5-IN A PATRIOTIC DECLARATION-A composition in hues of red,
white, and blue dramatizing one or more camellias. Other flowers, a minimum of
foliage, and accessories allowed.

Class 6 - IN A LOVE SONG OR POEM - A sentimental interpretation featuring
one or more camellias. Other flowers and foliage and accessories allowed.

CLASS 7 - FROM THE GARDEN PATH - One or more camellias arranged in
a simple manner with any plant material from the home garden.

Class 8 - IN QUIET REFLECTIONS - One or more camellias to suggest natural
growth, in a shallow container in which expanse of water adds interest. Other plant
material and accessories from nature, such as rocks, allowed.

DIVISION B - Open to those who have never entered in a flower show before.
Class 9-SIMPLY BEAUTIFUL-Keep it simple ... with camellias dominant.
Class 10 - CAMELLIAS SAY "IT'S SPRING!" - An arrangement featuring

camellias with your own choice of materials.
DIVISION C-Open to those who have never won a blue ribbon in any standard

show.
Class 11-NATURE'S HANDIWORK - Camellias and a wood form of your

own choice, but follow the line of the wood.
Class 12 - TALL BEAUTY - Camellias with tall line material which may be

fresh, treated or dry.
DIVISIO D - THE MASCULINE APPROACH
Class 13 - MAN OF THE HOUSE - An arrangement of camellias by the Man

of the House using his favorite camellia in his favorite way.
Class 14-DAD MAKES ARRANGEMENTS! -An arrangement featuring ca

mellias suitable for a buffet or hall table. Wood form or rock and fresh plant material
suggested.
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DIVISION E - THE BEAUTY OF THE ORIENT. Camellias arranged in the true
Japanese manner. (An authority on Japanese arrangements will be on the panel of
judges for this division.)

Class 15 - NAGEIRE.
Class 16-MORIBANA.
DIVISION F - THE YOUTHFUL APPROACH.
Class 17 - CAMELLIAS FOR MY TEACHER'S DESK. Age 6 to 10 years.
Class 18-CAMELLIAS FOR MY OWN ROOM. Age 11 to 14. Use your favorite

camellias in a color which you like in your room.
Class 19-ENTERTAINING AT HOME. Age 15 to 18 years. An arrangement of

camellias suitable for the buffet or a hall table.

Rules of the Flower Arrangement Division
1-The schedule is the law of the show, all entries must conform to the schedule.
2 - Judges shall award 1st, 2nd, 3rd places in each class according to merit, and

if without merit no awards shall be made. Decision of the judges is final. Judges shall
write constructive comments.

3 - The management is not responsible for accidents nor loss that may occur.
However, reasonable precaution shall be maintained.

4 - If arrangement becomes unsightly, management may remove same if not in
best interest of the show. All containers must be marked with name and phone number.

5 - Management will maintain water in arrangements and replace camellias when
needed.

6 - Material used need not have been grown by exhibitor.
7 - Camellias must be used in all arrangements.
8 - No artificially colored flowers permitted. Natural plant foliage that has been

painted, sprayed or treated with preservatives will not be considered artificial.
9 - No artificial blooms, foliage, fruits or vegetables are to be used, unless srated

in the schedule.
10 - Extraneous foliage permitted in all arrangements. Succulents are classed as

foliage.
11- Accessories are permitted in all classes. Sprayed wood or branches are can·

sidered accessories. Bases are considered a part of the design.
12 - Backgrounds shall be plain. No draping allowed.
13 - Stands, bases or mats, or fabrics used as such, allowed in all classes.
14 - Exhibitors shall be limited to one entry in each class.
15 - All arrangements, including those in Youthful Approach Division, must be

made by the exhibitor. Exhibitors must not be assisted by teachers at the show.
16-Arrangements will be received from 8:00 A.M. on March 18 and must be

ready for judging by 11:00 A.M. Arrangements must be removed by 6 P.M. on
March 19.

17 - Please send in entry blanks by Saturday, March 11, so that space can be
saved for your arrangement. Entry blanks must be received in advance.

18 - Exhibitors are encouraged to supply their own camellias. However, if reo
quested, camellia blooms will be furnished.

SCALE OF POINTS TO BE USED BY JUDGES
Design _ _ _ _...... 35
Interpretation .__ __ 20
Textural Values and Color __.__ _ 20
Distinction _ __ _ _ __ 15
Relationship of all materials __ __ __ _ __ 10

100
ENTRY BLANKS for this division may be obtained from the Chairman of the Flower Arrangements

Division: MRS. MILTON R. BelL, 12 Oak Court, Walnut Creek, Calif. Phone YE 4-6046.
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AWARDS

A camellia plant will be given to the best arrangement In each division. Ribbons
will be awarded in all classes.

AMERICAN CAMELLIA SOCIETY AWARDS

The American Camellia Society will provide a Certificate to be awarded the
arrangement "Judged the Most Outstanding Arrangement in the Show." This award does
not necessarily have to be won in the named classes (1 to 8) of the American Camellia
Society Arrangement Contest.

The American Camellia Society will furnish the following awards to winners in the
National Contest. (Blue ribbon winners in Classes 1 to 8 are eligible. Photographs
will be taken and sent to the National Judging Committee.)

Most Outstanding Arrangement in the Contest - A Silver Trophy to be retained
by the winner.

Second Best in the Contest - A Silver Trophy to be retained by the winner.

First in each Class-American Camellia Society Membership for one year.

Second in each Class - Current American Camellia Yearbook.

Third in each Class - Current American Camellia Yearbook.

WHY ARRANGE CAMELLIAS?
By Mrs. Milton R. Bell,* Walnut Creek, California

We might ask ourselves: "Why arrange camellias?" We might say: "Why not just
grow camellias and enjoy the whole plant, with glorious, shiny leaves and handsome
flowers? Just enjoy the newest variety, the biggest bloom, the most beautiful color as it
is seen in the garden or in a flower show!"

True, this is rewarding enough for any camellia fancier. But in order to have the
fullest experience one must be surrounded with beauty at all times. Ever since the first
flowers were brought inside for enjoyment, thought has been given to arranging them.

There are as many arrangement possibilities as there are varieties of camellias. In
the growing and propagation of camellias there are many methods but certain ones
bring the best results. No one method suits everyone but certain growers win consistently
in shows because they observe basic fundamentals of horticulture.

Flower arrangers don't all think alike either, but those who win the coveted ribbons
observe art principles.

Before we arrange camellias let's discuss their characteristics. They are round in
form and have smooth petals. Some are single, others double. Some have loosely arranged
inner petals; others with imbricated or tiered petals are more formal. Some are large,
others small; and some keep better than others. There are those with colored stamens and
those with variegated petals. The design value of each of these floral characteristics must
be considered. It goes without saying that any camellia arrangement should feature
camellia blooms as the dominant element.

What are the essentials of a good arrangement?
Unity is of first importance. Every part of an arrangement must contribute to the

tOtal harmonious effect. All toO often arrangements are a hodgepodge of materials without
any real unifying influence.

• Chairman, Founders' Group, Judges' Council, California Garden Clubs, Inc.
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How can we unify? By using materials which have something in common. Textures,
colors and theme must be harmonious. But we also need a little variety to put life into
our arrangements and avoid the monotony that would make them uninteresting.

The arrangement must be well-balanced. Are you going to have equal balance by
using identical placements on each side of the vertical axis (that imaginary line running
up the center of the arrangement)? Or would you prefer to have unequal, but visually
satisfying, balance by using non-identical materials on each side? Good balance, so
essential to the viewer, can be achieved with discriminating use of color, line, form
and texture.

Good proportion is a basic requirement. How often beautiful camellias are used
only to have their aesthetic beauty made commonplace because too many large camellias
are used in too small a container. This does not create beauty but makes the viewer
yearn for a larger container.

Scale is the size relationship of one design material to another. I would not combine
a sasanqua with a reticulata. Each has a beauty of its own; the smaller flower would be
overpowered by the larger. When fruit blossoms are used with camellias they are best
used high in the arrangement. Even though the individual blossoms are small, there are
enough of them on a branch to be in scale with the larger camellias. Branches need space
- don't jam them in or break off little branches to use low in the container. Another
related material would be better.

Decide on your line material and then let one line dominate. Arrange camellias
and any other materials used to conform to this basic line. Many arrangements lack
distinction because additional lines are added which, by placement, detract rather than
supplement the one important line which should be kept dominant. Why not place them
so they'll supplement and enhance this basic line?

Camellias combine well with most textures. They have smooth petals and can be
used with their own or other interesting and attractive foliage, or with wood forms,
pottery, silver or glass. The main concern is to let one texture dominate. For example,
if you are usin~ a rough textured ceramic container, then you would not choose silver
or glass in combination with it. If you are using beautiful, clear glass as a container, then
don't combine it with natural driftwood.

Most camellia colors range from red to deep pink and lightest pink. Neutral pure
white, creamy white and variegated varieties complete the color cycle. Single varieties
and some doubles and incomplete doubles have yellow stamens. These are in contrast
to the flowers and must be considered in the total color picture. An example of complete
harmony would be ornamental quince and a semi-double variety camellia in the same
pink, with yellow stamens; or white with yellow stamens and tall forsythia branches.

When using variegated blooms let one of the colors in them dominate in the
arrangement. Keep the foliage, accessories and container plain to avoid too much
contrast which adds up to confusion. One sad mistake is to have a beautiful variegated
bloom and then detract from it by adding contrasting variegated foliage. This adds
up to too many attention points. The eye cannot take in too many different things. A
solid colored camellia, preferably without stamens showing, is a good choice with
variegated foliage.

Since camellias are dominant in form, smooth in texture, and radiate warm
bright colors, they naturally are ~est ~sed as the center o.f interest. Beca~se they are
important in themselves one vanety 1~ an. arrange~ent IS usually suffiCIent. It adds
interest and avoids monotony, however, If different sizes of one vanety are used. When
an arranger asks a grower for five ~o sev~n camel.li~s f~om large t? sm.all .and including
a bud or twO she has rhythm in mllld. SIZe transltlon IS what she s thlnklllg of as well
as motion in the arrangement. (Continued on page 30)
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CRIMSON ROBE - A collection of twelve should also include one of the familiar
Reticulatas. The flower of CRIMSON ROBE is no better than several others, but the
plant habit is a little more pleasing. As is characteristic of all reticulatas, it is sparsely
branched and foliaged, but it is better in this regard than most. The flower is a very
large semi-double with wavy, crinkled, crepe-textured petals, usually a beautiful crimson
in color.

C. W. Lattin, Santa Cruz, California
In reply to your letter of November 19 and complying with your wish I am

detailing below my selection of the 12 camellias which do best for me. I have to the
best of my ability taken into consideration form, color and blooming season.

ELEGANS; R. 1. WHEELER (V-S); KUMASAKA; GUILlO NUCCIO (V-S);
C. M. WILSON; LADY KAY; GUEST OF HONOR; MRS. D.W. DAVIS; ONETIA
HOLLAND; CORONATION; TOMORROW (V-S); VULCAN.

VS = variegated and/or self-colored.

Dr. John D. Lawson, 'Camelliana,' Antioch, California
It is a real job to select twelve camellias for the novice to start with.
In order that all of the various forms may be represented as well as species and

hybrids, it takes a lot of culling out and eliminations of good blooms which one would
like to include. However, Nora and I worked out on this and ended up with the follow
ing list. They are not named in order of preference. CORONATION, FIMBRIATA,
DEBUTANTE, GUILlO NUCCIO, BETTY SHEFFIELD, GLEN 40, MARJORIE MAG
NIFICENT, MRS. LYMAN CLARKE, PURITY, TOMORROW, DONATION (hybrid)
and SHOWA NO SAKAE (c. Sasanqua).

We have not only tried to represent the various forms, but also the colors and the
blooming season, so that from this selection one may have blooms from August until
May. We won't be mad if somebody disagrees with us.

333 Montgomery St., San Francisco
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ORCHARD NURSERY and FLORIST
Home of ORNU Products

ILARGE COLLECTION OF CAMELLIAS I
. . . Come in and Browse

21

Florist Shoppe

Our Floral Shop is Ready to Serve You
For Any and All Occasions.

Visit our Gift Shop featuring
Unusual Gifts from Around the World

Mt. Diablo Blvd. between Orinda and Lafayette
Follow Acalanes Road Signs

JACK SCHNEIDER

Telephone - ATlantic 4-4474

OPEN DAILY EXCEPT THURSDAY

Newton Pratt, Sacramento, California
My preference would be:

EDELWEISS; CARTER'S CARDINAL; GLE 40; DEBUTANTE; MATHO
TIANA SUPREME; C. M. WILSON; GUILIO NUCCIO; CARTER'S SUNBURST;
DRAMA GIRL; REG RAGLAND; ADOLPHE AUDUSSON.

There may be some dismay with my choice of EDELWEISS. However, I place it fust
of the whites, principally because its florescence is not as tender to inclement weather
as the other whites of this type.

CARTER'S CARDINAL is proposed because of its versatility. That is, there are at
least three distinct varieties which are produced ranging from KRAMER'S SUPREME,
MATHOTIANA SUPREME and TOMORROW. At least, I can find blooms typical of
these varieties on my Cardinal.

GLEN 40 as the best red formal.
DEBUTANTE as the best garden pink.
MATHOTIANA SUPREME for extravagant splendor.
No comment needed for C. M. WILSON.
Ditto ELEGANS.
GUILIO NUCCIO, CARTER'S SUNBURST and REG RAGLAND for provoca

tiveness.
AUDUSSON for durability when other varieties make one irascible.
DRAMA GIRL for size - and bragging.

Milo E. Rowell, Fresno, California
A listing of a limited number of outstanding camellias can be made to serve several

purposes. Camellias are outstanding plants, as they provide beautiful garden shrubs,
flowers for house decorations, corsages and show exhibition quality flowers. Some plants
are outstanding in certain of these uses, while others can be considered general
purpose clones.
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If landscaping purposes were primarily in mind, it would be desirable to include
C. sasanqua varieties, because of their easier growth, resistance to sun, more varied form,
fall blooming characteristic and ease to espalier. They are not as satisfactory for home
decoration, corsages or exhibition. Also some of the new hybrids are outstanding as
landscaping shrubs, because of their floriferousness. Few clones of either of these groups
can be considered competition in all facets of the qualities of camellias, so both have
been eliminated from this list.

C. reticulata produces some of the most spectacular of all flowers, but it is a scraggy
grower and too tender for the colder locations, so this group also has been eliminated.
No doubt soon, hybrids of all species including reticulatas, sasanqttas as well as japonicas,
will meet all the qualities of a general purpose camellia even better than those now
available, but that day is not yet here. Therefore, this listing is confined to C. japonica.

There is an old cliche amongst camellia fanciers that your favorite camellia is the
one you are looking at. There is much truth in this saying for at least several hundred of
the several thousand now available, so to limit one's selection to less than 100, eliminates
some outstanding favorites. The newer camellias appear in many cases to outshine the
older ones, but many of the most dramatic have not been observed long enough in varied
locations to be assured a permanent place in the Hall of Fame.

This list includes old standbys and newer clones in about equal proportion, with
some minor reservations on the newer group until they have been grown 20 years
or more to prove their permanent desirability.

So far no clone [variety} of C. japonica can compete with the old standby DAI
KAGURA, in the early blooming class. It must be included. The grower has his choice
of a solid deep pink (DAI KAGURA RED), the deep pink variegated white (DAI
KAGURA), the blush pink fading to white (HIGH HAT), or the pure white (CON
RAD HILTON). One or more of this group should be in every collection and all
are desirable.

Another selection with a wide color range is ELEGANS. Solid pink, pink varie
gated white, blush pink in BARBARA WOODROOF, light pink in C. M. WILSON
and white in SHIRO CHAN, are all equal beauries of anemone form.

The third oldtimer chosen has not yet sported, so variety of color is not available,
but the original color form, growth and blooming habits of DEBUTANTE are so out
standing, it should alwavs be included.

VILLE DE NANTES has sportS, but excels them all. It is a slow grower, but
compensates in blooming while quite small and young. Year after year in competition
with all old or new show stoppers, VILLE gets more awards as best in show than any
other. For constant and brilliant performance, it has no equal.

ADOLPHE AUDUSSON and its highly variegated form called "special" is the fifth
and last of the oldtimers on this list. The plant is somewhat open, but in all other
respects it is an outstanding camellia.

Among the midterm camellias, MRS. FREEMAN WEISS is a jewel without price.
The plant has average growth, good form and foliage, and the large many petaled
semi-double flowers are true beauties.

One of the older camellias is MATHOTIANA. It has produced many sports, but of
them all the recent MATHOTIANA SUPREME is indeed supreme.

A recent introduction of an extreme sporting habit is BErrY SHEFFIELD.
Originally, white with pink dashes and stripes, it is now pink, pink variegated white,
silver pink, blush pink and white edged pink. All are outstanding and the chances are
that with anyone plant of any selected color, in due course you will have at least three
of its six color-breaks, if not more.

The newest of all is a rapid riser to stardom, which performs beautifully in all
camellia areas. With high hopes (and some temerity) that it is as good as it seems,
I suggest GUILlO NUCCIO.

We now have all blooming seasons, forms and colors, exceoting complete or formal
doubles and the true sweet peas. While I am partial to the doubles and would have some
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in the smallest collection, some of the unproven newer ones so far excel the older
forms that I must omit them all from this list.

The "sweet peas" (picotee types) are reasonably new. Two senior members of the
group that seem to be headed for permanent standing are DR. TINSLEY and HELEN K.
Either is a sound choice in this rapidly growing field.

To be faced with only one more choice, when R. 1. WHEELER, REG RAGLAND,
DRAMA GIRL, WILDWOOD, WHITE EMPRESS, YUKI BOTAN, DONCKELARII,
and many others have not been awarded a place, is an unhappy situation, but it cannot
be delayed, even until TOMORROW, so we will settle for this.

Ed. Note: A clear selection of ten only was received and, in the absence of anything
specific, the first two named in the last paragraph above were deemed to be chosen.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Vern McCaskill, McCaskill's Gardens, Pasadena, California

Here is my list of twelve camellias for "A Sug~ested Small Collection":
BILLIE McCASKILL; CORONATION; DEBUTA TE; one of the DIAKAGURA

group, preferably variegated; one of the ELEGANS group, preferably BARBARA
WOODROOF; one of the HERME group, preferably SPRING SONNET; LETITIA
SCHRADER; one of the MATHOTIANA group, preferably SULTANA; MATTIE
O'REILLY; MRS. D. W. DAVIS; PURITY; REG RAGLAND.

I do not imagine anyone will agree, but that's what makes horse races.

Julius Nuccio (Nuccio's Nurseries), Altadena, California
ADOLPHE AUDUSSON (red or var.); CORONATION; ALBA PLENA; DEBU

TANTE; GUlLlO NUCCIO; FINLANDIA (Family); DRAMA GIRL; HERME (Fam
ily); COQUETTI (GLEN 40); MAGNOLIAFLORA; DAlKAGURA (Family);
CHANDLERI (Family).

R. W. Ragland, Los Angeles, California
I am enclosing my list of the twelve best camellias for my area. It is a very peculiar

thing that, with the exception of ADOLPHE AUDUSSON, none of the old varieties do
well at all in the Orange area. That goes for all of the DAIKAGURA family, all of the
ELEGANS family, the DONCKELARIIS and even DEBUTANTE. It also goes for the
MATHOTIANAS except for MATHOTIANA SUPREME which does exceptionally
well for me. I have not seen enough of the hybrids to justify putting one on a list for
a small collection although DONATION has been fairly good and last year I won "Best
Hybrid in Show" with LADY GOWRIE bur that is the first year I had a bloom and am
hardly justified in including it on my list. Also I would not include a reticulata in a
small collection because I think reticulatas require a little different kind of care than
japonicas - more heat and less fertilizer and less water.

ADOLPHE AUDUSSON; REG RAGLAND; CARTER'S SUNBURST; GUIlIO
NUCCIO; TOMORROW; EDELWEISS; WILDWOOD; MATHOTIANA SUPREME;
SPRING SONNET; HAZEL E. HERRIN; MRS. D. W. DAVIS; LADY K.

GEORGIA
Mrs. Ross H. Hayes, Tick Tock Camellia Nursery, Thomasville, Ga.

Twenty years ago the selection of twelve favorite camellias might have been a
simple matter. Today there are so many fine ones in each color, form and size that it is
hard to imagine how one could move away and leave several hundred varieties, taking
but a dozen lonely lovelies to a new home. Mostly I like them big, not a trace of
purplish tones and they must be thrifty of growth. So, with no pretense of excessive
modesty and without hesitation I would take spade in hand and dig:

TOMORROW (it is ours and it has been a joy to us); MATHOTIANA SUPREME
(hoping it would revert just a bit and bring a few of the ree-ular Mathotiana blossoms);
BETTY SHEFFIELD (she has sported lavishly for others and I hope she would eventually
do so for me); GUILIO NUCCIO (one of the greatest of the great camellias); DAI
KAGURA (again hoping for some of its sports to appear on my bush and for its early
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blooming habit); VILLE DE NANTES (because any camellia collection would be dull
without it) ; MAGNOLlAFLORA (whose blossoms delight me and whose seeds I would
plant and thereby trick anyone who tried to confine my collection to just twelve);
DRAMA GIRL (I said I liked them big); WINTER MORN (because of its perform
ance through our last three difficult winter seasons); FLAME (another dependable
bloomer of lovely color and a moderate seeder); ALBA PLENA (the ever popular white
formal); PROF. C. S. SARGENT (for its bright red Bowers during the Christmas
season, for Valentines, for Bower arrangements, for garden display - and because its
rooted cuttings make the finest grafting stock and thus help me get right back into
trouble again).

SOUTH CAROLINA
C. N. Hastie, Jr., Magnolia Gardens & Nurseries, Charleston, S. C.

I have given your request considerable thought. Perhaps as a nurseryman I have
a different viewpoint in the selection of camellias for the beginner in contrast to the
views of the collector.

In choosing my list, I have taken into considerarion the availability of the varieties,
the question of cost which means the elimination of varieties commonly sold as grafted
plams, cold resistance in both plant and bloom, freedom from disease, and thrifty growth.

So here is my list of plants for the Charleston area which will give excellent
customer satisfaction:

ELIZABETH ARDEN; LADY VAN SITTART (var.); REV. JOH G. DRAY
TON; MARJORIE MAGNIFICENT; PINK PERFECTION; MORNING GLOW;
HIGH HAT; DEBUTANTE; LADY CLARE; MATHOTIANA; WHITE EMPRESS;
TOMORROW.

LOUISIANA
Mrs. Sigmund J. (Jessie) Katz, Covington, louisiana

Based on performance in this area, here is my list:
ALBA PLENA or HOOPER CONNELL (latter does not do well in some areas);

ADOLPHE AUDUSSON (Var.); MATHOTIANA SUPREME; R. 1. WHEELER
(Var.); WILDWOOD; VILLE DE NANTES; GUILlO NUCCIO; BETTY SHEFFIELD
(and Solid Sport, usually found on same plant); DONATION (based on price and
availability among hybrids); YUKI-BOTAN; HISHI-KARAITO; REG RAGLAND.

CONTAINER CULTURE
David L. Feathers, Lafayette, California

Among the advantages of container culture are:
SPACE CONSIDERATIONS: In some cases, particularly where the individual has

little or no available garden space to devote to camellias, or where the surroundings are
paved, there is no choice - ir is containers or not at all. The same strong argument
applies where weather conditions are such that the plant must be moved under cover
in winter and, to a lesser extent, to greenhouse culture. The relatively slower growth
of camellias in containers, at least after reaching moderate size, is also an advantage
where conservation of space is essential, while the fact of portability permits adjusting
the space between plams to their present size, whereas a permanent garden planting
requires that the space allOtted take into consideration the plant's eventual size. With
confined roots, there is less tendency for rampant growth in containers, thus slower and
perhaps even more compact growth.

PROTECTION: There is no question that one may protect both plant and blooms
of a container-grown camellia much more easily than if planted in the ground. It may
be grown under an overhanging roof or arbor or moved away from burning sun or
freezing cold as conditions require. A container-grown camellia's roots are protected
from fungus, nematodes and the predatory roOts of other plants and it is much easier
to keep the soil sanitary and free of such terrible pests as the petal blight organisms.
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The interference, or worse, of such animal pests as gophers, moles and mICe is also
largely eliminated.

CONTROL: With less opportunity for growth to run rampant and a closer attention
to such matters as soil composition and fertilizing, it is probably true that more precise
control can be exercised over a camellia's performance in container culture, PROVIDED
ALWAYS that unremitting care is given.

DISPLAY ADVANTAGES: Where a succession of bloom is desired in a certain
area, such as before a view window, the ability to move away a plant that is out of bloom
and substitute one in bloom is quite advantageous. Another real advantage is the ability
to display a specimen plant in full bloom at a camellia show or other exhibition, so
that others may enjoy its beauty, which is only practical in the case of container-grown
plants. This is always the most outstanding exhibit and any camellia show that lacks
blooming specimen plants is incomplete in the writer's judgment.

Your Hosts

Bob, Don, Frank

Kellogg's Steak House
1251 Arroyo Way lot Civic Drive)

WALNUT CREEK YE 4-5800

Luncheons -
11 :00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.-Monday through Saturday

Dinners (including Children's Menu)
4:00 P.M. - 11 :00 P.M.-Monday through Thursday
4:00 P.M. - 12:00 P.M.-Friday and Saturday
2:00 P.M. - 10:00 P.M.-Sunday

Cocktail Lounge

Dining and Dancing

Banquet Facilities - Large or Small
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Thus there are many reasons why one might wish to grow camellias in containers.
However, some of the advantages also have accompanying them certain disadvantages,
such as in the case of:

PORTABILITY: It is an established fact that even a minor move of a camellia
often causes serious disrurbance to its normal processes. For example, a plant might be
moved only a few feet and still undergo a major change in environment, such as when
moved around the corner of the house where the exposure is changed from east to north
or from west to north. This entails some time lapse before complete adjustment occurs.
It is not natural for any plant to be moved - it prefers to become established and
accustom itself to conditions that recur from day to day. Thus portability itself is not
an unmixed blessing.

COST AND MAINTENANCE: The preferred container, at least in California, is
of wood and perishable, even though redwood or cedar is used. Thus the wooden con
tainer must be treated with a preservative and probably painted as well, for appearance's
sake. Even so, it will evenrually deteriorate. This involves considerable additional expense,
if any quantity of plants is to be tubbed. In fact, the cost of a good redwood container,
including surface protection but not considering labor, is almost as much as that of the
average camellia. This mayor may not be a consideration to everyone but it is still
a factOr.

CARE: Over and above all other disadvantages in container culture is the additional
care it entails, which results from the limited volume of soil available to the plant'S root.
Here in California, where we have no summer rains, and there are long periods of hot
weather accompanied by low humidity, it is often necessary to water container-grown
plants every day to prevent serious drying out. This, in rum, means a great leaching-out
of the nutrients in the soil, so that much more frequent fertilizing becomes a necessity.
Consequently, there is a great premium upon ascertaining the type of potting soil mix
that will be moisrure-retentive, hold the nutrients and, at the same time, drain well.
Furthermore, camellias in containers soon become tOp-heavy, with the result that special
precautions must be taken to prevent the plant being felled and possibly damaged by
heavy winds. The use of a mulch also becomes more essential, and that means periodic
replacement.

IMPORTANCE: Regardless of how discriminating one may be in the matter of an
ideal soil mix, within a relatively few years any container-grown camellia will become
root-bound and must be reported. This requires either that a larger container must be
provided to permit more root space or else that the plant be removed from the container
and its root system trimmed back so that fresh soil may be placed in the same container,
to which the camellia is to be returned. It is a remarkable thing that a camellia's roots
in time seem to consume and replace the soil entirely so that, if repotting is deferred
too long, there remains little else in the container but roots, which become impervious
to both water and nutrients.

RISK: The risk of damaging or killing a camellia either through drying Out, over
fertilizing or by reason of improper drainage greatly increases in container culture. This
is due, of course, to the limited soil area and to the consequent confinement of the root
system. Here we might also mention the detrimental effects of a constantly fluctuating
moisture condition due to rapid evaporation which occurs in connection with any
small volume of soil.

SUGGESTED TECHNIQUES:
Type of Container: a tapering container is preferable because it is much easier

to remove the plant from one in which the tOp is larger than the base; furthermore,
the tapered containers "nest" and thus stOre better. Wooden containers, while not
permanent, nevertheless are preferred here because of their lightness and the insulation
which only wood provides against both heat and cold. Painting the surfaces with asphalt
emulsion, creosote or other wood preservative, followed by a coat of dull green or

(Continued on page 33)
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HINTS ABOUT BUYING CAMELLIAS
Mrs. M. J. (Lilette) Witman, Macon, Georgia

The day when I received a note from my editor asking me to write on the subject
above, we had just returned from a delightful visit to Rhea Hayes' and Sam HjOrt's
nurseries in Thomasville, Georgia, where we purchased a few plants leaving their choice
entirely to these good friends. So my first inclination was to tell the novice camellia
buyer "Leave it to a RHEA or to a SAM or to any RELIABLE NURSERYMAN whom
you have the good fortune of knowing." Then it dawned upon me that a person who
has recently become interested in camellias is rarely acquainted with the nurseries that
sell them. I think that a novice's first consideration should therefore be to find a reliable,
experienced nurseryman. Names can easily be obtained from trusted friends who have
had experience in buying camellias and who are successful growers. A good nurseryman
will advise you about the varieties that do well in your locality. He will tell you how
and where to plant your camellias for best results, what soil mixture to use, when and
how to fertilize. He will also warn you about the various diseases that attack these plants
and advise you how to control them. He will sell you varieties under their "true names."

Even though you have the utmost confidence in your highly recommended nursery
man remember that he is a busy man, and that he may not have time to look over the
plants you select as critically as you can. So be armed with a list of questions when
you go to his nursery. The nurseryman will answer them gladly, since he is anxious for
you to become a successful grower and to be happy with your purchases, in the hope
that he may add your name to the list of his permanent custOmers.

Here are a few "hints" that may help you make a good selection:
1. It is of utmost importance when buying camellia plants to consider the use one

wants to make of them. In other words - do you want them merely to have cut flowers
for your home and friends? Do you want show blooms? Is your preference for minia
tures? Are you partial to single blooms, semi-double or full double blooms? Do you
have a color preference? Are you acquiring these shrubs for the purpose of using them
in the landscaping of your grounds? In this case is your need for fast, erecr growers
or for slow growers with supple limbs hanging gracefully?

2. You should attempt to buy plants raised in your section of the country as they
have become acclimatized.

3. If you must have a variety that is produced in an area infected with petal blight,
and can only be bought there, be sure it is shipped to you bareroot. Better still, buy
scions of this variety and have these grafted locally.

4. Do not buy a plant sight unseen. Be sure your plant looks healthy and, if
possible, see it in bloom before acquiring it to avoid disappointments.

5. Nowadays most nurseries sell plants in containers. If, however, you wish to
own a plant that is grown in the ground locally insist that it be dug with a large
ball of dirt.

6. Do not fail to inspect the trunk and limbs of your selection for possible signs
of canker or dieback. In the case of grafted plants be sure the union between scions
and understock has completely callused. Dead wood there might well become a starting
point for fungus infection.

7. Do not buy for outdoor planting varieties that will only bloom satisfactorily
under glass.

8. Do not habitually chase after new introductions. They may prove very disap
pointing. Besides, their cost is high when first released, but in a year or so they are
generally much cheaper.

9. Buy preferably new varieties from their originatOrs to make certain that you
have the right strains.

In recent years praiseworthy efforts have been made to enlighten us about camellias.
The Southern California Camellia Society, through its fine CAMELLIA NOMENCLA
TURE, revised every two years, gives us the correct names, spellings and descriptions
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of varieties. Then, thanks to the "Camellia Rating System," being compiled through the
efforts of the editor of our BULLETIN, we will soon be able to learn from a table,
at a glance, whether a variety will do well in our locality, what we are to expect as
to the qualities of its blooms and of its foliage as well as its growth habit.

It is therefore to the novice's distinct advantage, for quick and accurate reference,
to become acquainted with the Camellia Rating System and also to own a copy of the
latest CAMELLIA NOMENCLATURE published.

PRODUCING EXHIBITION QUALITY BLOOMS
Richard C. Brown, Sacramento, California

The purpose of a competitive camellia show is to develop, by means of incentive,
blossoms or plants that are as near perfection as humanly possible. In that effort we
offer certain rewards in the form of ribbons and awards of one kind or another. Perhaps
it may be assumed that each of us who enters blooms in a Camellia Show aspires at one
time or another to win the Sweepstakes Award or Best Flower in the Show trophy. It
is with the thought of assisting in the accomplishment of these objectives that the
following suggestions and observations are offered.

To begin with, we must recognize that Mother Nature and lady Luck often if not
always play a big part in the producing of prize-winning blooms, bur most successful
exhibitors know that careful planning and procedure are far more important and
certain. Actually, the production of quality exhibition blooms begins with the end of the
last camellia show. An exhibitor who would aspire for a ribbon or a trophy must
assist Mother Nature somewhat in the following manner:

1. As soon as the flowering season is past (usually on or about the middle of
March) a consistent fertilizing program should be followed; i.e., every 4 or 5 weeks
thereafter, up to and including the early part of July, a complete feeding should be given.

2. Throughout the ensuing year the plants should never be allowed to dry out
a weekly, semi-weekly or even daily watering, depending upon conditions, should be
rigidly followed. In addition to this soaking of the roots, an occasional "shower bath"
of the foliage is also important and quite beneficial.

3. One of the "musts" in producing exhibition blooms is to disbud heavily, leaving
only one bloom to develop at the terminal of each twig, free from the interference of
leaves which might malform or otherwise damage the flower. Such leaves can be pinched
off or pinned back with a paper clip or clothes pin.

4. 1£ the plants are being grown in containers they should be placed in a location
free from strong winds and heavy rain, which often occurs just before show time. Such
protection will preserve blooms that otherwise might be ruined during a storm. A
particularly choice bloom may be further protected, after opening, by clipping a piece
of cellophane or polyethylene over it.

5. A day or twO before the show the plants should be given a thorough watering.
At that time, also, the exhibitor should examine each plant for likely blooms and make
a mental note of those that promise to be fully developed on the day of the show.
With this knowledge, he will be in a better position to know exactly where and what
to pick and the quantity of blooms he will have available. This will save valuable time
in the early hours of the morning of the show when so much must be done and prevent
wasting considerable time in fruitlessly searching for flowers. As a matter of fact, some
of the larger exhibitors find it necessary to cut blooms the night before the show, in
which case they must be carefully stored in a cool place so that they will keep their
fresh appearance. This careful programming helps prevent overlooking a choice flower
- something that occurs more often than you might imagine.

6. Where a considerable number of blooms are involved, the exhibitor should
provide suitable boxes with covers, that are deep enough and strong enough for the
purpose, placing in them cotron batting or shredded paper well sprinkled with cold
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water, which holds the flowers in place and helps maimain their freshness. This is
best done the night before if the quantity involved is large. After cutting the blooms,
they should be "nested" in the moist paper or cotton by making a cup in it to accom
modate the stem, which can be done with the fingers. The flowers should be completely
separated - spaced so that they will not touch petal or leaf of another flower.

7. When cutting the flowers, the careful exhibitor handles them as little as possible,
holding the terminal leaf of the branch so that no bruising of the bloom occurs. If
foliage is permitted, the stem rather than the bloom should be grasped, taking account
of the quality of both flower and leaves. Blooms cut with stems keep better but are
harder to handle without damage.

8. The exhibitor should always strive for clean flolVers in excellent condition.
It is a mistake to cut an old, fading flower merely because it has size. Condition of the
flower is actually more important than its size. Experienced judges know that size is nOt
too difficult to attain but that perfect condition usually is the result of painstaking care.

9. The box, now filled with potential prize winners, must be carefully handled
henceforth and, before placing the cover on one should be sure that no blooms are in
a position where they may become damaged in transit, by cover, sides or Other flowers.
It is juSt as essential that the blooms be carefully handled in removing them from the
box and placing them on the tables as it is that they be cut carefully.

10. The final step is the actual placing the flowers on the exhibition tables and
entering of them. After registration, the exhibitor must obtain a supply of individual
entry cards, filling them out carefully as to class, varietal name and name of the exhibitOr
and be sure that the flower is entered in the correct class and that the name of the
exhibitor is not exposed when the flower is placed, which is grounds for disqualification.

In conclusion, it is always well to remember that, while you may have the Best
Flower in the Show on a plant, it is judged solely as it appears on the table. Through
careless handling it may not only lose its perfection but that coveted ribbon or trophy
as well.

Complete Line of Nursery Stock, including

Camellias of Foremost Varieties

After you complete the list of camellias you like best at the show,

make our nursery your frrst stop. Two handy locations, each with a

large stock of the frnest varieties.,.
McDONNELL NURSERY

"Everything for the Garden"

CONVENIENT PARKING AT BOTH NURSERIES

5146 Telegraph Ave., Oakland

1262 S. Main WALNUT CREEK YEllowstone 5-7373

OLympic 2-1785
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Camellias and ocher blossoms used with them should always have their stems in
water. How unfortunate ro see beautiful flowers placed on a mat, with no water, and
no chance for survival!

Camellias are most often picked with very shorr stems or none at all. For this
reason, it is wise to recut close ro the calyx and place very moist catron at this point.
Thanks ro Mary Paige of Lafayette for this wonderful idea! After placing the moist
cOttOn I wire the camellia and bring the wires down ro form a "stem." Taping over the
cotton retains moismre. This, in addition ro continuing the taping over the wire, will
hide both the corron and the wire.

Now how can we be original? Look for some new refreshing idea-some new
material which isn't commonplace.

How can your arrangement be distinctive? Find the right colors, sizes, forms and
container which will combine harmoniously. Let one color, one form, one line and
one texture dominate. Look at the arrangement ro see if it is well balanced and be sure
the container is large enough for the flowers used. If you have used accssories are they
related ro, and in scale with, the container and flowers? Or would the arrangement be
better without them?

Are the flowers and leaves in good condition? Anything used artistically should be
in as good condition as possible.

Are there some spaces left in the arrangement so that it does not appear packed?
More arrangements are ruined because of roo much material! Your answer is "Yes" ro
the above questions? Then without a doubt you have a good chance for the blue ribbon.
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1531 OAK PARK BOULEVARD WALNUT CREEK

YOUR Garden Center

Our Complete Stock of

PLANTS, SHRUBS AND SUPPLIES

WILL SATISFY EVERY

GARDEN LOVER

And he

did it all

with Sunshine
SPHAGNUM

PEAT MOSS
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GROTH
NURSERY
See our stock of nice

sun-loving

Valley Stone Supply
1499 DANVILLE HIGHWAY

ALAMO, CALIFORNIA

YE 7-6311

SASANQUA

CAMELLIAS STEP-STONES
for ground covers,

hedges, hanging baskets

*
ALL YOUR GARDENING

NEEDS AT
REASONABLE PRICES

*
GARDEN ORNAMENTAL

STONE & PEBBLES

*

573 Monument Blvd.
*

CONCORD MU 2-5146

LAPIDARY
EQUIPMENT AND

SUPPLIES

TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU

YOUR FAMILY RESTAURANT

Breakfast - Lunch - Dinner

Fountain Service

Famous for Kountry Fried CHICKEN

Complete line of Hardware,
Plumbing Supplies, Fixtures,

Electrical Supplies, and
Garden Supplies

LAFAYETTE RENTAL
& HARDWARE INC.

RENTALS
Complete line of Rentals-over
1,000 items-Trailers, Air Tools,
Electrical Equipment, Everything

for the Home and Garden

3697 Mt. Diablo Blvd. Lafayette

BUILDERS HARDWARE
WHOLESALE and RETAIL

Oven-Fresh Pies

•
Smorgasburgers

DOWNTOWN

1532 N. Main St.
Walnut Creek

Closed Tuesdays

OAK PARK

3185 N. Main St.
Pleasant Hill

Closed Mondays

Open Daily 8 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.

Sun. 9 A.M. - 12 Noon

AT 4-4438
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any other harmonious color of paint which will not distract attention from the plant,
will insure that the container will last for years and be attractive.

Drainage: this is always a vital factor and often the source of trouble. The drainage
holes should be on the sides, 1 to 2 inches from the bottom, instead of underneath, as
there is then less likelihood that the holes will become clogged. Coarse gravel, rock or
similar non-rotting material should be placed in the container to a level just above
the holes.

Soil Mix: the potting soil used should contain sufficient coarse material or particles
to provide a loose texture, thus aeration and perfect drainage - too fine a mix tends
to pack and to repel and divert the water and nutrients to the outer edges instead of
allowing them to permeate the soil. There are so many possible combinations which
have proved satisfactory that it becomes largely a matter of personal preference; how
ever, a simple and effective potting mix would be Vs each of peat moss, compost and
sandy loam to which a half portion of rotted steer or sheep manure may be added.
Sawdust, especially if partly decomposed, can be substituted if the compost is not
available, in which case the amount of manure should be slightly increased - say to Y5
the total volume. It is suggested that the material be screened through a ~~If mesh
not finer - to insure that the particles will be sufficiently coarse.

Planting Depth: it is important that at least 2 or 3 inches be left at the top of the
container to accommodate a mulch and to hold enough water to insure that the roots
will be thoroughly soaked at each watering. A coarse soil mix will eventually pack and
settle an inch or more, however.

Mulching: a good, deep mulch of pine needles or pine shavings will arrest drying
out materially and is almost indispensable. Such coarse material also tends to discourage
birds from digging in it and scattering the loose material about in their search for
food - it also tends to prevent the growth of weeds.

Transplanting: this becomes essential every few years because of a root-bound
condition the symptoms of which are general deterioration of the plant and inferior

BURTON'S OAK GROVE NURSERY
and Farm Service

SEEDS - PLANTS - SHRUBS
"EVERYTHING FOR THE GARDENER"

DELIVERY SERVICE

A Complete Nursery Stock

Featuring
HARDY DECORATIVE PLANTS

FRUIT TREES and BEDDING PLANTS

.JUl..l0N'S
OAK C':JlbV(
~u~S(RY

2190 OAKGROVE ROAD

Equipment - Supplies - Tools
Miscellaneous Items ..• Soil Conditioner •.. Topsoil

FERTILIZERS - INSECTICIDES

Wholesale - Retail

Ca" Us For Free Insecticide

& Fertilizing Information

YE 5-7420
CONCORD
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blooms, ohen accompanied by formation of toO many buds. The cure lies either in
moving the plant into a larger container (or the ground), so that the root system may
expand properly, or remove the plant from the container, wash most or all of the soil
off the roots with the garden hose and cut back the feeder roots an inch or two all
around, then prune the plant more or less in keeping with the amount of roots removed,
so that the same overall balance will be maintained, and replant it in the same container,
adding fresh soil in replacement of the area removed. This must be done when the
camellia is dormant, of course.

Fertilizing: the importance of using an acid-type fertilizer is heightened in container
culture because of the salts ohen contained in the domestic water supply. Some add
soil sulphur to their dry fertilizer mix while others occasionally apply liquid acidifying
agents. The preferred method of feeding seems to be that of quite frequent but very
light applications, generally of liquid solutions applied simultaneously with the watering
through the use of a syphon device. This is often supplemented by infrequent (twO or
three times yearly) applications of a dry organic fertilizer such as cottonseed meal,
blood meal, hoof and horn, animal manures and similar slow-acting, long-lasting
nutrients. This insures the presence at all times of adequate plant food with a minimum
of risk due to over-fertilizing. As a general rule, the fertilizer strength is usually reduced
about one-half in the fall and winter, if not eliminated entirely.

Watering: it is not possible to prescribe a uniform watering schedule because the
frequency will vary according to differences in climate, immediate environment, season
and other variables, including the moisture-retaining capacity of different soil mixtures.
However, this is undoubtedly the most important single consideration in container
culture and one can only say that the camellia must never be allowed to dry Out com
pletely, nor will it prosper if the soil is continually soggy. The objective should be to
maintain as uniform a degree of moistness as possible. This requires frequent checking
until the most satisfactory routine becomes established.

Most Satisfactory Types: unless one is willing to devote considerable time to prun
ing and shaping (the form of almost any camellia, except perhaps the reticulatas, can
be controlled by relentless pruning) it will be found that the slower growing types,
particularly those that are naturally dense, make the best container subjects. A strong
grower usually creates space problems and requires repotting much sooner.

(Reproduced in part from an article written for and appearing in the 1960
Camellia Annual [Vol. 1, No. 7J of the Australian Camellia Research Society.)

WATERING
Roy T. Thompson, Glendale, California

If there is one camellia need that is more important and more insistent than any
other, it is that of watering. This is true in any section but in the more arid, honer
sections watering becomes a daily and inescapable responsibility.

However, a camellia's need for water varies considerably through the year. A sudden
hot spell causes extreme evaporation of water from the leaves, especially from leaves
directly in the sun: plants lose water much faster than they can draw it up from the
soil, hence the leaves may burn. The flowering season creates unusually heavy demands
for water: if there is not enough water, some flowers will wilt. Again, in periods when
the plants are sending out new growth, much water is required. For best results, all
these varying demands must be anticipated by the grower. And if, by any chance, a
good rain comes at just the right time, the grower is given a welcome vacation from
watering.

Great differences in water needs are produced by the location of the plant's root
system. If it is in a container its area is limited and if the container is of clay, or of rotting
redwood, or rusting steel, the problem of watering becomes urgent, if not critical. If
in the ground, there are also many problems, such as lightness or heaviness of the
soil, sloping or level ground, presence of tree roots or thick ground-cover, hardpan, to
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ROEBUCK AND CO.

CAMELLIA SALE!
20 popular varieties. . gallon cans

• All are picture labeled
• 18 to 24 inches tall

TELEGRAPH AT 26th, OAKLAND

WINTON AT FREEWAY, HAYWARD

Geary at Masonic, Mission at Army
in San Francisco

name only a few. Ie is therefore very imponanr for the gtower to know about and
meet each situation. In dealing with all these situations, it is clear that the length of
time to each watering, the amount of water used, rhe frequency of watering, must be
tailored to the daily needs of each plant in its panicular location and in each season.
One grear advantage of comainers is that a uniform soil mix can be maintained for
all plams.

There are also seasonal periods of dormancy when a camellia plam uses little warer.
Ar such rimes rhere may be the danger of over-watering and the question of drainage
becomes paramoum. Again, rhere may be toO much drainage, as in containers of long
standing where lirtle channels form and permit tbe warer to go through wirhout soaking
up the roor-ball.

If containers are warered by an overbead system, the soil can be kept at a relatively
high level in rhe container, bur if 'watered by hand witb a hose, ample space should
be lefr in the top of the container so that ir can be filled with warer.

As far as watering is concerned, the ground is the safest place for camellias because
the rOotS have a far greater area for expansion and water-gathering. Tbis is of great
importance in case of a sudden hot spell, Or of a lengthy absence from home. The ideal
way of watering camellias in the ground is by permanem overhead sprinklers. These
should be left running for long periods of rime to assure complere soaking of the
ground. This merhod is all but mandarory on sloping ground. least satisfacrory is tbe
merbod of watering with a garden hose by nozzle held in the hand; this is a good way ro
wash soil our of containers and ro disturb the soi I around camell ias in the ground
besides, ir is horribly time consum ing.

Soil vary mucb in density, but one way to cbeck this is ro nOte how quickly rhe
warer sinks in. If it disappears "Iike magic" the soil is probably too light; if it stands
on top of rhe ground in puddles for half an hour, rhe soil is toO dense. Any way you
look at it, bowever, watering camellias is a complicated though all-important business.



CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS Like These

Are easy to grow with IMPROVED ORTHO-GRO!

IMPROVED ORTHO-GRO Liquid Plant Food makes it easier than ever to

have healthy, hardy Camellias and Azaleas. IMPROVED ORTHO-GRO

contains Organic Fish in Balanced Fertilizer Plus Versonal, an added

Chelating agent and certain trace elements so necessary to plant health.

(ORtHO)
~

J M OflTHO
IHG us. PAr orr

All shrubs, flowers, vegetables, lawns and

trees tend to grow bigger, healthier and

more beautiful when you use ORTHO

GRO. Concentrated for economy-ORTHO

GRO goes further to give quick results on

all plants-and is so effective. Use regu

larly for best results.

Easy to grow - simply mix ORTHO-GRO

with water in a sprinkling can, or use the

ORTHO Lawn Sprayer-makes fertilizing

simple as watering.
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